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Abstract  

Triethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TREGDME) dissolving lithium trifluoromethane sulfonate 

(LiCF3SO3) is studied as a suitable electrolyte medium for lithium battery. Thermal and rheological 

characteristics, transport properties of the dissolved species, and the electrochemical behavior in 

lithium cell represent the most relevant investigated properties of the new electrolyte. The self-

diffusion coefficients, the lithium transference numbers, the ionic conductivity, and the ion 

association degree of the solution are determined by pulse field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance 

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The study sheds light on the determinant role of the 

lithium nitrate (LiNO3) addition for allowing cell operation by improving the electrodes/electrolyte 
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interfaces and widening the voltage stability window. Accordingly, an electrochemical activation 

procedure of the Li/LiFePO4 cell using the upgraded electrolyte leads to the formation of stable 

interfaces at the electrodes surface as clearly evidenced by cyclic voltammetry, impedance 

spectroscopy, and ex situ scanning electron microscopy. Therefore, the lithium battery employing the 

TREGDME-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 solution shows a stable galvanostatic cycling, a high efficiency and a 

notable rate capability upon the electrochemical conditions adopted herein. 

Introduction 

Several improvements of the lithium battery throughout the last decades have allowed the 

recent diffusion of advanced portable electronics, electric vehicles, and smart grids. Lithium-based 

energy storage systems were first proposed using lithium metal anode as disposable primary batteries 

able to deliver only one discharge. This simple configuration was later upgraded to the secondary 

array using reversible intercalation cathodes, and finally to the lithium-ion configuration which can 

actually perform thousands of cycles by replacing the metal with intercalation anodes.1 Despite the 

higher energy with respect to the lithium-ion battery, the lithium metal system suffers from severe 

safety issues due to lithium dendrites growth on the anode surface upon prolonged cycling.2 This 

phenomenon may cause internal short circuit3 and related thermal runaway,4 particularly for the 

standard lithium battery configuration employing carbonate-based electrolyte and transition metal 

oxide cathode.5 The relevant mitigation of these risks by the lithium-ion battery, using carbon anodes 

characterized by low working potential vs. Li+/Li,6–8 has therefore diminished the interest on the metal 

anode. However extremely attracting features, such as the very high specific capacity (3860 mAh 

g−1), the lowest electrochemical potential (−3.040 V vs. SHE), and the low density (0.59 g cm−3),2 

have periodically renewed the interest on the lithium metal, in particular in view of its possible use 

in rechargeable batteries having alternative configuration, such as Li-S9–12 and Li-O2.13–16 Indeed, 

conventional graphite anodes have specific capacity limited to 372 mAh g−1, working voltage of 0.2 

vs. Li+/Li, and density of 2.25 g cm−3. Considering a four-fold lithium excess, which is necessary to 
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reach a sufficient cycle life of lithium metal cells, the practical specific capacity of the lithium metal 

anode is estimated as 965 mAh g−1, i.e., higher than graphite.17 Furthermore, the use of lithium metal 

anode allows to remove the Cu anode support, which has high density of 8.96 g/cm3, and to balance 

the first cycle irreversible capacity of the cathode. Therefore, the employment of the lithium anode 

has been taken into account in recent works reporting novel cell compositions.18–21 Polymer or solid 

electrolytes, such as polyethylene oxide (PEO)22,23, polyethylene carbonate (PEC),24 or glass 

types,25,26 might allow the use of lithium metal. Despite the very modest flammability and the limited 

lithium dendrites growth, these electrolytes have revealed low ionic conductivity and high operating 

temperatures, which hinder the room-temperature application.27,28 Poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl 

ethers having short R1O(CH2CH2O)nR2 chain, called end-capped glymes, are aprotic liquid solvents 

for lithium salts characterized by suitable electrochemical features for lithium batteries, low volatility, 

and high flash point.29–31 However, glyme-based electrolytes have shown poor passivation properties 

of the lithium metal surface, which lead to remarkable increase of cell polarization and interface 

resistance upon cycling, as well as to excessive electrolyte decomposition.32–34 The addition of lithium 

nitrate (LiNO3) may actually improve the lithium/electrolyte interface by formation upon cycles of a 

stable passivation film containing nitrate moieties, such as RCH2NO2, LiNxOy and LixN,35 thus 

leading to proper battery operation and limiting dendrite formation.36–38 Glyme-based electrolytes 

have been widely investigated for Li-S10,31,39–45 and Li-O2;46–50 however, they may be also used for 

intercalation cathode materials, although limited papers demonstrated good cell performances.51,52  

The beneficial effect of LiNO3 was widely investigated in lithium-sulfur batteries using 

glyme-based electrolytes. Indeed, LiNO3 can protect the lithium electrode surface from parasitic 

reactions by forming a passivation film, which avoids the polysulfide shuttle phenomenon, i.e., the 

lithium metal corrosion by polysulfide species dissolved in the electrolyte solution.53,54 Such a 

protective solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) starts growing immediately upon Li-S cell assembly, by 

precipitation of LixNOy and LixSOy species blocking the electron transfer from lithium metal to the 

polysulfides dissolved in the solution and ensuring at the same time Li+ conduction.55 Thus, LiNO3 
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enables stable cycling of Li-S cells by formation of a suitable SEI on the anode. However, the 

irreversible reduction of NO3
− anions on the cathode side at potentials lower than 1.8 V vs. Li+/Li 

leads to (i) limited electrode kinetics likely due to precipitation of reduction products on the cathode 

surface, and (ii) nitrate consumption. In particular, XPS measurements revealed polymerization 

products over the cathode, which have been related in literature to possible nucleophilic attack of the 

solvent molecules by O2− formed during reduction of nitrate to nitrite species.38,56,57 On the other 

hand, we reported for the first time in two recent papers that LiNO3 allows the use of glyme-

LiCF3SO3-based electrolytes in lithium metal batteries with olivine cathodes.58,59 Furthermore, the 

reduction down to 1.8 V upon the first discharge has revealed a crucial effect on the cell stabilization. 

Indeed, the cells without LiNO3 showed very poor electrochemical activity and fast capacity decay, 

while those ones containing LiNO3 exhibited stable behavior upon cycling after an electrochemical 

reduction performed by decreasing the potential below 1.8 V vs. Li+/Li. However, this unexpected 

behavior needed further investigation, which is therefore one of the aims of the present paper.  

Therefore, we report herein the full study of an electrolyte solution formed by dissolving 

lithium triflate (LiCF3SO3) in new end-capped glyme, i.e., triethylene glycol dimethyl ether 

(TREGDME, CH3(OCH2CH2)3OCH3), which is characterized by a lower viscosity, thus higher 

conductivity, with respect to previously studied glymes. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), viscosity analysis, as well as pulse field gradient nuclear 

magnetic resonance (PFG NMR) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), are employed 

to determine thermal and rheological properties, the mobility of the dissolved species and the 

electrochemical characteristics of the electrolyte, respectively. The paper reports a deep investigation 

of the self-diffusion coefficient, ionic conductivity, lithium transference number, and ionic 

association degree and suggests the solution as suitable electrolyte medium in a lithium metal cell 

using a LiFePO4 cathode prepared in our laboratory.60 Particular care is devoted to the study of both 

LiNO3 addition effects and the electrochemical activation procedure before cell cycling, which ensure 

the formation of a stable electrode/electrolyte interface over anode and cathode. The study of the 
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electrode/electrolyte interface is carried out by lithium stripping/deposition, voltammetry, 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), as well as by ex situ scanning electrode microscopy 

(SEM). Accordingly, the formation of the SEI at the electrodes surface promoted by the condition 

adopted in this work represents a key parameter allowing proper operation of the lithium cell. Then, 

the Li/LiCF3SO3-TREGDME-LiNO3/LiFePO4 battery is studied by galvanostatic cycling at several 

current rates, revealing suitable performances.  

Experimental  

Electrolyte and cathode preparation 

Triethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TREGDME, CH3(OCH2CH2)3OCH3, Sigma-Aldrich) was 

dried under molecular sieves (5Å) until the water content was below 10 ppm, as determined by using 

the Karl Fischer titration instrument (831 Karl Fisher Coulometer, Metrohm). Lithium 

trifluoromethanesulfonate (lithium triflate, LiCF3SO3, Sigma-Aldrich) and lithium nitrate (LiNO3, 

Sigma-Aldrich) were dried overnight under vacuum at 80 °C before use. The electrolyte was prepared 

by dissolving LiCF3SO3 in TREGDME in 1 mol kg−1 concentration with respect to the solvent 

(solution indicated by the acronym TREG-LiCF3SO3). A second electrolyte solution was prepared by 

dissolving LiCF3SO3 and LiNO3 in TREGDME; both salts were used in 1 mol kg−1 concentration 

with respect to the solvent (solution indicated by the acronym TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3). The 

electrolyte preparation was carried out in an argon-filled glovebox with moisture and oxygen content 

lower than 1 ppm. The structure representation by ball-and-stick model of the species forming the 

TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 electrolytes is shown in Fig. S1 of the Supporting 

Information. 

The LiFePO4 (LFP) powder was synthesized by solvothermal treatment and following high-

temperature annealing in inert atmosphere, as reported in a previous paper.60 The cathode film was 

prepared mixing the active material, poly(vinylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropylene) (PVdF-HFP 

copolymer, Kynar Flex 2801) as binder, and Super P Carbon (Timcal) as conductive additive in the 
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ratio 80:10:10% w/w in Tetrahydrofuran (THF, Sigma-Aldrich). The slurry thus obtained was casted 

on either aluminum foil or carbon cloth current collector by doctor blade. The carbon cloth support 

was used for cycling test at constant current rate, while the aluminum support was used for cyclic 

voltammetry and rate capability tests. The carbon cloth electrode supports may enhance the 

electrochemical performances of olivine cathode materials synthesized in our laboratory, particularly 

in terms cycling stability. This phenomenon is likely related to the improved electric contact between 

active material particles and current collector as well as to the higher electrode contact area of carbon 

cloth with respect to Al foil.59 Therefore, we used the carbon cloth for cycling test at a constant rate. 

Beside cycle life, cyclic voltammetry and rate capability tests were performed in order to detect the 

electrochemical processes due to LiFePO4 and LiNO3, hence we considered the aluminum support as 

the most suitable current collector for evaluation. The electrode films were dried overnight under 

vacuum at 110 °C, cut in the form of 10 mm dimeter disks, and brought in an argon-filled glovebox 

before cell assembling. The electrodes had mass loading of about 4 mg cm−2.  

Materials characterization  

The thermal properties of TREG-LiCF3SO3 were evaluated by differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC). The samples were put in a sealed Al crucible in an argon-filled glovebox for DSC; 

the measurement was performed from 20 °C to − 90 °C with a cooling rate of 5 °C min−1. 

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) of TREGDME, TREG-LiCF3SO3, and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 

were carried out by using a TG209 F1 Libra, Netzsch, instrument. The samples were heated at a rate 

of 10 °C min−1 from room temperature to 600 °C under a nitrogen purge (40 mL min−1). The samples 

were hermetically sealed inside a dry room (dew point < −70 °C) in aluminum pans, which were 

punched under nitrogen atmosphere just before the measurement.  

The viscosity of TREGDME, TREG-LiCF3SO3, and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 was evaluated 

at various temperatures in a dry room (dew point < −70 °C) through an Anton-Paar Physica MCR102 

rheometer, by applying constant shear rates and using a Peltier system for cooling/heating. The 
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measurements were performed every 10 °C upon sample heating after 15 min of equilibration at 

constant temperature. 

The self-diffusion coefficients of TREG-LiCF3SO3 for the 1H, 19F and 7Li nuclei were 

investigated with a Bruker 400 Advance III NMR spectrometer. Screw-cap gas-tight NMR tubes were 

used. The measurements were carried out using a double stimulated echo sequence with pulsed field 

gradients (PFG) in order to suppress convection; data were collected every 10 °C from 20 °C to 80 

°C for each nucleus. Gradient pulse duration (δ) of 1.4 – 4 ms, diffusion delay (Δ) of 200 – 400 ms, 

and a gradient pulse strength increased linearly in 32 steps from 1 to 45 G cm−1 were used. A 

longitudinal eddy-current delay (LED) of 5 ms was used to avoid eddy current effects. The self-

diffusion coefficients were calculated using equation (1) by fitting the integral of the signal obtained 

as function of the gradient strength: 

     𝐼 = 𝐼0  𝑒
− 𝐷𝛾2𝑔2𝛿2(∆−

𝛿

3
)
     (1) 

where I is the signal integral, D is the self-diffusion coefficient, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the 

studied nucleus, g is the gradient pulse strength, δ is the gradient pulse duration and Δ is the diffusion 

delay. The error on the self-diffusion coefficient is about 3-5%.61 The lithium transference number 

was obtained by the following equation (2).  

     𝑡+ =  
𝐷𝐿𝑖

𝐷𝐿𝑖+𝐷𝐶𝐹3𝑆𝑂3

      (2) 

where t+ is the transference number of the cation, DLi is the self-diffusion coefficient of lithium, and 

DCF3SO3 is the self-diffusion coefficient of the CF3SO3
− anion.  

Ionic conductivity was measured by impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using 10 mV signal 

amplitude in the 100 kHz – 100 mHz frequency range through a VSP (Biologic) instrument. The 

measurements were performed every 10 °C from 30 °C to 80 °C on symmetrical stainless 

steel/electrolyte/stainless steel 2032-coin cell, using a Teflon ring (thickness = 500 µm) as the 

separator in order to fix the cell constant. The conductivity values obtained by EIS were compared 
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with those calculated using the self-diffusion coefficient (δNMR) through the Nernst-Einstein equation 

(3): 

     𝛿𝑁𝑀𝑅 =  
𝐹2[𝐶]

𝑅𝑇
 (𝐷𝐿𝑖 + 𝐷𝐶𝐹3𝑆𝑂3

)    (3) 

where δNMR is the conductivity determined by the NMR, F is the Faraday constant (96485 C), [C] is 

the concentration of the salt in the electrolyte (mol cm−3), R is the ideal-gas constant (8.314472 J K−1 

mol−1), T is the temperature (K), DLi and DCF3SO3 are the corresponding self-diffusion coefficient. The 

ion association degree was derived from equation (4): 

      𝛼 = (1 −
𝛿𝐸𝐼𝑆

𝛿𝑁𝑀𝑅
)      (4) 

α is the ion association degree, δNMR and δEIS are the conductivity by PFG NMR and EIS, respectively.  

Lithium stripping-deposition tests were carried out on TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG- 

LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 solutions using Swagelok-type symmetrical cell with a Whatman® separator, by 

applying constant current of 0.1 mA cm−1 with step duration of 1 h through a Maccor 4000 series 

Battery Test System. The anodic stability of TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 was 

investigated by linear sweep voltammetry at 0.1 mV s−1 on Swagelok-type 3-electrodes cells with 

lithium metal for the counter and reference electrodes, and carbon-coated on aluminum foil as 

working electrode. Carbon-coated Al electrode allows determination of the actual electrochemical 

anodic stability window, which may be underestimated with Ni or Pt working electrodes. The same 

cell configuration, was used for cyclic voltammetry measurements; the working electrode reasonably 

reproduces the electrolyte behavior on composite cathodes, usually formed by active material, 

conductive carbon and polymer binder. The tests were performed on TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-

LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 to evaluate electrolyte behavior and the effect of LiNO3 addition, at a scan rate of 

0.1 mV s−1 within the 1 – 4.3 V vs. Li+/Li potential range for the first cycle, and within the 2 – 4.3 V 

vs. Li+/Li potential range for the subsequent cycles. Further voltammetry experiments were carried 

out employing LFP (on aluminum support) as the working electrode, with a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1 
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within the 1 – 4.3 V vs. Li+/Li potential range for the first cycle, and within the 2 – 4.3 V vs. Li+/Li 

potential range for the subsequent cycles. The voltammetry measurements were performed though a 

VersaSTAT MC Princeton Applied Research – AMETEK potentiostat. The lithium/electrolyte 

interfacial stability of TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 were evaluated by performing 

EIS tests on symmetrical lithium/electrolyte/lithium Swagelok-type cells with a Whatman® 

separator, using 10 mV signal amplitude in the 500 kHz–200 mHz frequency range through a 

VersaSTAT MC Princeton Applied Research–AMETEK potentiostat. The impedance spectra were 

analyzed by nonlinear least-square (NLLS) fit using the Boukamp software;62,63 the fit reliability was 

confirmed by chi-square (χ2) values lower than 10−4. The equivalent circuit adopted for the Nyquist 

plot (Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information) was Ra(RiQi)nQb, where R represents a resistance 

and Q a constant phase element (CPE). Galvanostatic cycling tests were performed through a Maccor 

4000 series Battery Test System on Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP Swagelok-type two-electrode 

cells with a Whatman® separator. The cells were electrochemically activated by 4 galvanostatic 

cycles at C/5 rate (1C = 170 mAhg−1); the first discharge was performed by decreasing the voltage 

below 2 V and limiting the time to 5.15 h, in order to form a stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) 

layer at the electrode surface (see the Supporting Information). The subsequent cycles were 

performed within the 2 – 4 V voltage range at C/5 rate for test at single current, and at C/10, C/5, C/3, 

C/2, 1C, and 2C for rate capability test (1C = 170 mAhg−1). SEM Zeiss EVO 40 with a thermionic 

electron gun equipped by LaB6 crystal was employed to study the morphology of the electrodes at 

various cycling stages.  

Result and discussion  

TREG-LiCF3SO3 is investigated by TGA and DSC for determining key parameters for battery 

application, such as thermal characteristics and freezing point. Fig. 1a, reporting TGA under nitrogen 

flow, reveals weight loss starting at about 75 °C, likely due to evaporation of TREGDME, which 

represents a first indication of the upper operating temperature of the electrolyte.64 A further massive 
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weight loss is observed above 200 °C. This could be related to the boiling of TREGDME (which falls 

in the 224 – 227 °C range). Then, weight losses at higher temperatures reveal salt decomposition.31 

Figure S2a of the Supporting Information compares the TGA profiles of pristine TREGDME, TREG-

LiCF3SO3, and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3. The pure solvent exhibits a weight loss beginning at 60 °C 

due to evaporation promoted by the N2 flow, followed by a further weight loss above 200 °C 

indicating the boiling point. TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 exhibit a similar trend 

upon heating and a higher thermal stability than pristine TREGDME. Fig. 1b shows the DSC cooling 

profile of TREG-LiCF3SO3 from room temperature to –90 °C, performed in order to determine the 

freezing point of the electrolyte. The curve reveals an exothermic crystallization peak at –60 °C which 

suggests the lowest temperature suitable for the application of the electrolyte in lithium cell. In 

summary, the thermal properties revealed by Fig. 1 suggests a possible operating range extending 

from –60 °C to 75 °C, which exceeds that one of conventional carbonate-based electrolytes.65  

Fig. 1c reports the viscosity profile of TREG-LiCF3SO3 studied within temperature ranging 

from −10 °C to 80 °C. The figure reveals the expected decreasing trend by raising temperature. The 

TREG-LiCF3SO3 electrolyte has viscosity of about 5 mPa s at 20 °C, which is consider suitable value 

for battery application. Viscosity measurements on TREGDME solvent and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 

electrolyte have been also carried out to evaluate the changes due to salt addition. Figure S2b of the 

Supporting Information shows that the viscosity increases in the whole range of temperature due to 

addition of LiCF3SO3 and LiNO3, with values at 20 °C of 2.3 and 11.7 mPa s for TREGDME and 

TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3, respectively. 
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   (a)                                                                               

 
(b) 

  
(c)   

 

Figure 1. Thermal properties of TREG-LiCF3SO3 as studied by (a) thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) under nitrogen purge (40 mL min−1) at 10 °C min−1 heating rate from room temperature to 600 

°C and (b) differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) under Ar atmosphere at 5 °C min−1 cooling rate 

from 20 °C to −90 °C. (c) Viscosity vs. temperature of TREG-LiCF3SO3 performed by applying 

constant shear rates and collecting data every 10 °C after 15 minutes of thermal stabilization; 

temperature range from −10 °C to 80 °C. (See the experimental section for sample acronym). 

The transport properties of TREG-LiCF3SO3 were investigated by coupling PFG NMR and 

EIS in the temperature range from 20 °C to 80 °C, i.e., the typical window for battery applications. 

Fig. 2 shows the results in terms of self-diffusion coefficient (Fig. 2a), lithium transference number 
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(Fig. 2b), conductivity (Fig. 2c), and ion association degree (Fig 2.d). The PFG NMR of 1H, 7Li and 

19F nuclei indicates the same increasing trend of self-diffusion coefficient of TREGDME solvent, Li+ 

and CF3SO3
− salt ions, respectively, with increasing temperature (Fig. 2a); however, the TREGDME 

chains exhibit higher mobility in the whole temperature range with respect to the ion species, which 

show similar value of the coefficient. The activation energies related to the self-diffusion process, 

reported in inset of Fig. 2a, are comparable for TREGDME chains and anions, while the small lithium 

ion shows a slightly higher activation energy, however within the experimental error of the test (see 

experimental section). On the other hand, a higher activation energy for lithium ions may be 

reasonably expected by the strong interaction with the other species promoted by its high charge 

density. The lithium transference number (t+) was calculated by equation (2) as the amount of charge 

carried by lithium cations with respect to the total charge and reported in Fig. 2b. The figure shows a 

t+ value of about 0.5 within the whole temperature range, which may be considered a suitable value 

for lithium battery application. The ionic conductivity of the electrolyte was calculated from the self-

diffusion coefficient data estimated from PFG NMR by applying the equation (3) (see the 

experimental section for further details) and is compared with the data measured by EIS in Fig. 2c. 

Remarkably, the two methods provide conductivity values having difference of about one order of 

magnitude, as already reported in literature works.58,66,67 This discrepancy is due to the differences 

between the two techniques: PFG NMR overestimates the ionic conductivity since it reveals the 

motion of all selected atoms within the electrolyte, i.e., single ions, ionic couples, and multiple 

associated ions, while EIS indicates the actual ionic conductivity ascribed to the net charge 

flow.58,66,67 In fact, this high degree of ionic association is at least partially responsible for the 

observation that the apparent Li+ transference numbers are close to 0.5. Indeed, the conductivity 

measured by EIS has a stable value of about 1.9 * 10−3 S cm−1 within the whole temperature range, 

which well matches the battery application requirements, while the conductivity derived from self-

diffusion coefficient exhibit slightly increasing trend, with a value of the order of 10−2 S cm−1.  
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                                           (a)                                                                           (b)  

     
                                           (c)                                                                           (d)  

Figure 2. (a) Self-diffusion coefficient of the 1H, 9F, and 7Li nuclei of TREG-LiCF3SO3 (see the 

experimental section for sample acronym) as determined by PFG NMR in the 20 – 80 °C temperature 

range; figure inset: self-diffusion activation energies for each nucleus (1H, 9F, and 7Li) extrapolated 

from the self-diffusion coefficient in the Arrhenius plot. (b) Lithium transference number calculated 

from the self-diffusion coefficient data by equation (2) within the 20 – 80 °C temperature range. (c) 

Ionic conductivity obtained by EIS (black line) and calculated from the self-diffusion coefficient data 

by equation (3) within the 20 – 80 °C temperature range. (d) Ion association degree between Li+ 

cation and CF3SO3
− anion calculated by using equation (4) from the ionic conductivity data obtained 

by EIS and PFG NMR.  

According to the above discussion, the conductivity data were used to calculate the ion 

association degree (Fig. 2d) by applying the equation (4). The slight increase of the association degree 

with increasing temperature reflects free ions recombination in pairs or complexes, which leads to a 
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lower number of charge carriers at higher temperature. This phenomenon, already reported in 

literature for ether-based electrolytes, has been attributed to a solvent dielectric constant drop due to 

temperature increase, which causes a decrease of the glyme solvation power.58 Despite increased ion 

association degree, the stable values of the actual ionic conductivity measured by EIS (Fig. 2c) is 

attributed to a simultaneous solvent viscosity decrease at the higher temperature, leading to a better 

mobility of the charge carriers.  

We have shown in a previous publication stability issues affecting the electrode/electrolyte 

interface in lithium cell using insertion electrode and long chain glyme electrolyte.58 The study, 

principally focusing on electrolyte applicability, has evidenced that these issues may be strongly 

mitigated by the addition of LiNO3 to the electrolyte, despite negligible change of the thermal 

characteristic and viscosity increase (Fig. S2 in the Supporting Information). The LiNO3 addition 

partially affect the ionic conductivity of the solution. Indeed, Fig. S2c of the Supporting Information 

reveals for both TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 ionic conductivity of the order of 

10−3 S cm−1 within the investigated temperature range. 

The effect of LiNO3 addition is further studied in the present paper by galvanostatic 

measurements, impedance spectroscopy and voltammetry. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the 

electrochemical features of TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 in terms of 

lithium/electrolyte interface stability throughout lithium deposition/dissolution by galvanostatic 

cycling (Fig. 3a), anodic stability window (Fig. 3b), and lithium/electrolyte interface resistance trend 

upon storage of Li/Li symmetrical cell (Fig. 3c). Fig. 3a reveals for TREG-LiCF3SO3 a remarkable 

overvoltage increase over six days of cycling, which indicates poor stability of lithium metal anode 

in the pristine electrolyte. On the other hand, the LiNO3 addition stabilizes the lithium/electrolyte 

interface; indeed, the TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 cell maintains a polarization as low as 20 mV for up 

to 12 days of cycles. LiNO3 has a beneficial effect on the anodic stability too, as shown by the linear 

sweep voltammetries of Fig. 3b. TREG-LiCF3SO3 exhibits a current onset of about 5 μA cm−2 at 3.55 

V vs. Li+/Li and undergoes further oxidation above 4 V vs. Li+/Li, as revealed by rising current at 
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higher potential. Meanwhile, TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 shows a current peak at about 3.72 V vs. 

Li+/Li, likely associated with LiNO3, and only minor decomposition processes below 4.5 V vs. Li+/Li, 

followed by remarkable current increasing at 4.6 V vs. Li+/Li. Therefore, the anodic stability of the 

electrolyte well matches the application in a lithium battery using LFP cathode characterized by 

working voltage of 3.45 V vs. Li+/Li (see following paragraphs).68  

The stability of the lithium/electrolyte interface under static condition, i.e., the chemical 

stability, is investigated by EIS tests carried out during 28 days of storage in symmetrical Li/Li cell 

without current flowing. Fig. S3 in the Supporting Information shows the Nyquist plots related to EIS 

measurements of the cells using TREG-LiCF3SO3 (Fig. S3a) and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 (Fig. S3b). 

Both panels reveal impedance responses characterized by a high-medium frequency semicircle due 

to the SEI over the electrode surface.69 In addition, the cell using TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 exhibits a 

low frequency response attributed finite-length Warburg-type behavior70 after 4 days of storage, thus 

suggesting different features of the SEI owing to LiNO3. The impedance data have been analyzed by 

NLLS fit (see the experimental section for further details), in order to evaluate the lithium/electrolyte 

interface resistance; the related results are shown in Fig. 3c. The interface resistance of TREG-

LiCF3SO3 quickly grows to 260 Ω during the first day upon SEI formation71 and slightly increases 

up to 280 Ω throughout the following days. After 10 days of storage, the cell exhibits an interface 

resistance drop to about 200 Ω, attributed to partial dissolution/degradation of the passivation layer,72 

and further interface stabilization. On the other hand, TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 reveals stable 

lithium/electrolyte interface upon storage, after initial increase due to SEI formation,71 which is 

reflected into interface resistance values ranging between 110 Ω and 160 Ω.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. (a) Lithium stripping/deposition test of TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 (see 

the experimental section for sample acronyms) in symmetrical Li/Li cell at constant current of 0.1 

mA cm−2; voltage limit: +1 V and –1 V; step time: 1 hour each. (b) Anodic stability window of 

TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 (see the experimental section for sample acronyms) 

as determined by linear sweep voltammetry of three-electrode cells at 0.1 mV s−1 scan rate (carbon-

coated Al disk working electrode, Li metal counter and reference electrodes, respectively). (c) 

Interface resistance of TREG-LiCF3SO3 and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 (see the experimental section 

for sample acronyms) as calculated by NLLS63 of EIS tests on Li/Li symmetrical cells throughout 

storage. 
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In summary, LiNO3 addition to the glyme-based solution has beneficial effects on the 

lithium/electrolyte interface, since it promotes the formation of a stable SEI layer. This phenomenon 

has been widely investigated for Li-S batteries.37,38,55,56,73 Furthermore, we have recently reported an 

electrochemical activation technique consisting in potential decrease down to 1 V vs. Li+/Li to reduce 

LiNO3 at the working electrode. This procedure allowed the efficient use of a polyethylene glycol 

dimethyl ether PEGDME-LiCF3SO3 solution added by LiNO3 as the electrolyte in lithium cell using 

insertion cathodes.58 This intriguing behavior is herein further investigated for TREGDME-based 

electrolyte by cyclic voltammetry of lithium cells using carbon (Fig. 4a) and LFP (Fig. 4b) working 

electrodes. 

The voltammetry of Fig. 4a clearly reveals for the TREG-LiCF3SO3 electrolyte (light gray 

line) a positive current flow of about 15 μA within the 2 – 4.3 V vs. Li+/Li potential range after the 

first charge, both during oxidation and during reduction scans. This undesired current flow may be 

attributed to parasitic decomposition processes of the pristine electrolyte at the carbon electrode. 

Furthermore, a current drift is observed by lowering the potential to 1 V vs. Li+/Li during the first 

reduction, which is attributed to further electrolyte reductive decomposition at the working electrode65 

as well as to possible lithium arrangement within carbon. Oxidative positive current is also observed 

by the subsequent cycles, performed by limiting the potential cutoff to 2 V vs. Li+/Li (inset of Fig. 

4a).58 Instead, the voltammetry of TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 shows a different trend owing to the 

LiNO3 addition. The test reveals the small oxidation peak at 3.72 V vs. Li+/Li, already observed in 

Fig. 3b, during the first anodic scan, and a narrow peak at 1.5 V vs. Li+/Li during the first cathodic 

scan, ascribed to the electro-reduction of LiNO3 at the working electrode.55,56 During the second 

anodic scan the peak at 3.72 V vs. Li+/Li increases, and drops by subsequent cycles (inset of Fig. 4a). 

The peak at 3.72 V vs. Li+/Li, missing in the cyclic voltammetry of the pristine TREG-LiCF3SO3, 

may be associated to LiNO3 indeed. Furthermore, the absence of undesired positive current flow for 

cell using TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 indicates that LiNO3 addition actually mitigates the parasitic 

processes due to electrolyte oxidation, thus suggesting this solution as suitable electrolyte for 
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application in lithium cell using LFP. This aspect is confirmed by Fig. 4b, reporting the cyclic 

voltammetry in Li/LFP cell of bare (light gray) and LiNO3-added (black) electrolytes. The cell using 

TREG-LiCF3SO3 shows noisy voltammetry profiles and shift toward positive currents due to 

electrolyte decomposition, as already observed for the cell using the carbon electrode (compare Fig. 

4a and b). Furthermore, the continuous electrolyte electro-oxidation at the LFP working electrode 

during cycles progressively leads to additional issues such as peak broadening, remarkable increase 

of the charge-discharge polarization, and final cell failure (inset of Fig. 4b).  

 

 
                (a)                                                                         (b) 

 

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammetry of TREG-LiCF3SO3 (grey line) and TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 (black 

line, see the experimental section for sample acronyms) used in three-electrode cells with Li metal as 

counter and reference electrodes; (a) carbon-coated Al disk working electrode and (b) LFP working 

electrode; scan rate: 0.1 mV s−1; potential range: 1 – 4.3 V vs. Li+/Li for the first cycle, 2 – 4.3 V vs. 

Li+/Li for the subsequent cycles; first cycles in the main figure; subsequent cycles in inset. 

 

The voltammetry of the Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cell shows a different trend 

characterized during the first cycle by narrow peaks centered at 3.45 V vs. Li+/Li due to the Fe3+/Fe2+ 

redox reaction within the olivine structure,68 in addition to the previously discussed reduction peak at 

about 1.5 V vs. Li+/Li attributed to LiNO3.55,56 The subsequent cycles overlap and the electrochemical 
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process proceeds reversibly with limited polarization, following the typical profile associated with 

lithium (de-)insertion within LiFePO4 (inset of Fig. 4b). 

Fig. 5 reports the Nyquist plots of the EIS tests performed throughout the voltammetry 

experiments. In particular, impedance spectra have been taken at open circuit voltage (OCV) and at 

the voltammetry cutoffs, i.e., at 4.3 V vs. Li+/Li at the end of charge as well as at 1 V vs. Li+/Li (first 

cycle) and at 2 V vs. Li+/Li (subsequent cycles) at the end of discharge. Fig. 5a reveals remarkable 

increase of the LFP/TREG-LiCF3SO3 interface resistance after three voltammetry cycles. On the 

other hand, Fig. 5b reveals for the LFP/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 interface a stable resistance after the 

first activation, which is reflected into the above discussed stability of the voltammetry profiles of 

Fig. 4b. This behavior suggests formation of a suitable LFP/electrolyte interface during the first 

voltammetry scan using the solution added by the LiNO3. 

 

                                            (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 5. Nyquist plots related to EIS measurements carried out on three-electrode cells using LFP 

working electrode and lithium metal counter and reference electrodes; tests performed at the open 

circuit voltage (OCV) and at the end of each voltammetry cycle shown in Fig. 4. Cells using (a) 

TREG-LiCF3SO3 and (b) TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3 (see the experimental section of the manuscript 

for sample acronyms). 
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The electrochemical results of Figs. 3, 4 and 5 suggest LiNO3 as effective stabilizing agent 

for allowing proper operation of the lithium metal battery using LFP and TREGDME-based 

electrolyte. In particular, the lithium plating/stripping and cyclic voltammetry tests of Figs. 3a and 4 

clearly reveal fast failure of the cells without LiNO3, which might be attributed to poor stability of 

the electrode/electrolyte at both anode and cathode sides. Accordingly, we reported in a previous 

work a comparison of the galvanostatic cycling behavior of two Li/LiFePO4 cells using glyme-based 

electrolyte with and without LiNO3.58 The paper revealed remarkable increase of cell polarization, 

electrolyte decomposition and high irreversible capacity upon cycling of the cell without LiNO3, 

which led to capacity fading from 150 mAh g−1 in the first cycle to a value as low as 0 mAh g−1 after 

only 37 cycles. Therefore, basing on the voltammetry tests reported herein as well as on our previous 

results we can confirm the stabilizing effects of LiNO3 addition to the electrolyte on the galvanostatic 

cycling trend of Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cells (Fig. 6).  

An electrochemical activation procedure of the cell for galvanostatic cycling, first proposed 

in our previous paper58 and herein further optimized, has been performed and shown in Fig. S4 of the 

Supporting Information (see the experimental section for further details). The figure indicates a 

plateau at about 1.7 V related to the LiNO3 reduction, according to the CV results shown in Fig. 4, 

and a 2nd charge plateau with capacity exceeding the theoretical value for LFP (170 mAh g−1), 

partially attributed to electrolyte irreversible reaction occurring at about at 3.5 V, which overlaps the 

Fe3+/Fe2+ redox reaction. It is noteworthy that the actual composition of the electrolyte solution 

reasonably changes due to the significant consumption of LiNO3 in the electrochemical activation 

process. However, the 1 mol kg−1 concentration of lithium nitrate ensures suitable cell operation after 

the activation process. Indeed, this process leads to formation of stable electrode/electrolyte interface, 

as confirmed by EIS in Fig. 5, as well as by galvanostatic tests of the Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP 

cell performed at C/5 rate (1C = 170 mA g-1) and reported in Fig. 6 in terms of voltage profile (a) and 

cycling trend (b).  
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Fig. 6a reveals a flat voltage plateau centered at 3.45 V, according to the two-phase reaction 

of LiFePO4,68 with polarization as low as 0.05 V. The cell stably delivers reversible capacity of about 

125 mAh g−1, upon capacity increase during the first 10 cycles owing to structural stabilization of the 

olivine cathode and electrode wetting.60,65 However, the electrolyte formulation and the 

electrochemical activation procedure of the Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cell herein proposed do 

not completely avoid a slight capacity fading after 70 cycles and a coulombic efficiency limited to 

98%. These issues, likely related to electrolyte side reaction, require additional work aimed at 

optimizing the electrolyte composition and improving the electrode/electrolyte stability, in order to 

further enhance the cell performances.  

An additional Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cell has been tested by galvanostatic cycling 

at several current rates, as shown by Fig. 6c, d. The voltage profiles of Fig. 6c reveal flat reversible 

plateaus with minor polarization increase due to current rise to 2C rate (1C = 170 mAh g−1). The cell 

delivers reversible capacities of 133, 129, 125, 120, 112 and 100 mAh g−1 at C/10, C/5, C/3, C/2, 1C, 

and 2C (1C = 170 mA g−1), respectively. These performances clearly evidence the suitability of the 

electrolyte in lithium metal batteries by formation of a stable solid electrolyte interphase. 

Beside the formation of stable SEI at the lithium surface by the addition of LiNO3, already 

demonstrated by several literature works,37,38,54,56 the electrochemical tests suggest the formation of 

a suitable layer over the LFP electrode during cell operation (see Fig. 4b discussion). 
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                                        (a)                                                                        (b)  

 
                                        (c)                                                                        (d)  

Figure 6. Galvanostatic cycling at C/5 rate (1C = 170 mAh g−1) in terms of (a) voltage profile and 

(b) cycling behavior of a Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cell (see the experimental section for 

sample acronyms) within 2 – 4 V voltage range (test performed after electrochemical activation as 

reported in Fig. S2 of the Supporting Information; see the experimental section for further details). 

Rate capability test at C/10, C/5, C/3, C/2, 1C, 2C rates (1C = 170 mAh g−1) in terms of (c) voltage 

profile and (d) cycling behavior of a Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cell (see the experimental 

section for sample acronyms) within 2 – 4 V voltage range (test performed after electrochemical 

activation as reported in Fig. S2 of the Supporting Information; see the experimental section for 

further details). 

This aspect is further investigated by ex situ SEM on LFP electrodes recovered from 

Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP cells. LFP electrodes have been recovered at the OCV (just after 

cell assembling and stabilization), after the first discharge, at the 10th discharge, and the 50th cycles 

of galvanostatic test (Fig. 7). The experiments clearly reveal a film growth during cell operation. It is 

worth noting that this film allows the Li+ transport at the cathode and ensures stable 
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cathode/electrolyte interface and reversible cycling, as shown by the EIS and galvanostatic tests of 

Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.  

 

Figure 7. Ex situ SEM images of LiFePO4 electrodes recovered by Li/TREG-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LFP 

cells at the OCV (just after cell assembling and stabilization) and after the first, the 10th, and the 50th 

galvanostatic cycles. First discharge performed by decreasing the voltage below 2 V at C/5 rate and 

limiting the time to 5.15 h; subsequent cycles within the 2 – 4 V voltage range at C/5 rate (1C = 170 

mAhg−1). 

Conclusion  

A new electrolyte solution formed by dissolving lithium triflate and lithium nitrate in 

triethylene glycol dimethyl ether was thoroughly investigated by PFG NMR, thermal, rheological, 

and electrochemical techniques. The results demonstrate very promising features suitable for lithium 

metal battery application and wide operating temperature range. The TREGDME-LiCF3SO3 solution 

has an ionic conductivity of 10−3 S cm−1, lithium transference number of about 0.5, and association 

degree ranging from 0.85 to 0.95 with increasing temperature due to the formation of ion-ion couples. 

Furthermore, the LiNO3 addition to the electrolyte formulation played crucial role in determining the 
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electrodes/electrolyte interfacial and electrochemical stability. Our study demonstrated that an 

electrochemical activation procedure promoting the LiNO3 reaction may allow full operation of the 

Li/TREGDME-LiCF3SO3-LiNO3/LiFePO4 cell. The battery revealed stable galvanostatic cycling, 

with polarization as low as 0.05 V cell, coulombic efficiency higher than 98% and reversible capacity 

ranging between 133 mAh g−1 at C/10 and 100 mAh g−1 at 2C rates at about 3.5 V. Accordingly, the 

estimated theoretical energy density of the system is about 460 Wh kg−1. This value might lead to a 

practical energy density of the order of 150 Wh kg−1 in a lithium-ion battery using conventional 

carbon based anodes. However, the use of lithium metal anode, allowed by the low flammability of 

glyme-based electrolytes,59 may increase the energy density of the battery to an estimated value of 

the order of 200 Wh kg−1.17  
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